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Abstract Several recent studies have assessed the benefits of extending influenza vac-
cination programmes, which are currently targeted primarily at those aged
over 65 years, to those aged 50–64 years. We identified and reviewed all cost-
effectiveness studies of influenza vaccination in those aged 50–64 years pub-
lished before July 2008. While the studies suggest that vaccination in this
age-group is likely to be cost effective, these results were dependent on several
key assumptions. The estimates of serious outcomes due to influenza and the
estimates of vaccine effectiveness (VE) against these outcomes were found to
have the most influence on cost effectiveness. However, due to factors including
mismatches between the measure of VE and the outcome under consideration,
as well as various other data limitations, there is significant uncertainty around
these key assumptions that was not well explored. There was a failure in some
studies to report fundamental inputs such as discount rates. Overall, there was a
general lack of transparency in the studies and, consequently, the conclusions
around the cost effectiveness of influenza vaccine in those aged 50–64 yearsmust
be interpreted with caution.

Those at high risk of influenza complications
have been the primary target for influenza vacci-
nation. In particular, there has been a focus on
the elderly (aged over 65 years), who are known
to have high rates of influenza-associated mor-
bidity and mortality.[1-4] Over the last decade,
there has been an ongoing discussion about the
benefits of extending influenza vaccination pro-

grammes to adults below the age of 65 years, with
a key factor being the cost effectiveness of influ-
enza vaccination in this group. The desire to
increase coverage in younger adults has been
motivated by the wish to reduce morbidity and
the costs of production losses associated with
influenza-related absenteeism. While many eva-
luations of influenza vaccination in healthy
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working adults have shown promising results,[5-9]

these programmes have not been widely imple-
mented. A major impediment to their implementa-
tion is the value decision makers place upon
productivity costs. These indirect costs have no
direct budgetary impact on government depart-
ments funding the programme, but they do have
implications for the economy through production
losses. Consequently, there is significant debate
about how these costs should be valued.[10,11]

In many developed countries, influenza vacci-
nation programmes targeted at those aged over
65 years have resulted in high coverage rates.[12,13]

An alternative approach to targeting all adults
of working age is to lower the age threshold for
these existing programmes to include adults aged
50–64 years, as was recommended by the US
Advisory Committee on Immunisation Practices in
2000.[14] This approach may allow similar produc-
tivity gains to programmes targeted at all healthy
working adults, with the majority of those aged
50–64 years still in the workforce, and capture
significantly more individuals at high risk of in-
fluenza-related morbidity and mortality, since the
proportion of high-risk adults in the population
increases with age. Estimates of the influenza-
attributable mortality in those aged 50–64 years
vary depending on the methodology of the study
and the region/time-period considered.[2,3,15] Differ-
ences in the incidence of influenza-related disease
and other parameters used in the cost-effectiveness
estimation process for influenza vaccine, can lead
to different conclusions on the incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio (ICER) and acceptability.

We aimed to review all cost-effectiveness
studies of influenza vaccine for adults aged
50–64 years and to assess the key epidemiological
and economic assumptions on which the conclu-
sions were based.

1. Models of Cost Effectiveness

1.1 Search Strategy

We identified studies through PubMed,
Scopus and Google Scholar searches and from
citations in identified publications. The search
terms used included ‘influenza’, ‘adult’, ‘vaccina-

tion’, ‘cost’, ‘cost-benefit analysis’. We identified
six economic evaluations of influenza vaccination
specifically focused on adults aged 50–64 years
published before July 2008.[16-21]

1.2 Programme Evaluated

In many countries, the analysis of new influ-
enza vaccination programmes takes place in
the context of existing ad hoc coverage, often
funded by employers, or government-funded
programmes targeting high-risk individuals.
Therefore, most studies examined a universal in-
fluenza vaccination programme as an extension
of ‘current practice’[16,17,19,21] rather than ‘no inter-
vention’.[18,20] Depending on the cost perspective
(i.e. societal, healthcare system, governmental),
the choice of the comparator programme can
have a large effect on the results, particularly
when the new programme is government funded
and the existing uptake is funded by con-
sumers/employers.

Turner et al.[21] analysed a programme specifi-
cally targeting those aged 50–64 years at low risk of
influenza complications. Prosser et al.[20] sepa-
rately examined programmes targeted at low- and
high-risk individuals. The other studies examined
age-based vaccination strategies. Ideally, economic
evaluations would examine the cost and effect of
targeting those at high risk, and then the incre-
mental cost and effect of targeting those at low
risk. However, it may be difficult to identify and
effectively target those at high risk. Indeed, where
risk-based strategies have been implemented, they
have often been associated with poor vaccine up-
take.[22] While achieving higher coverage rates is
desirable, it is unlikely to substantially change
the cost effectiveness of influenza vaccination pro-
grammes in those aged 50–64 years. This is because
vaccination in this age group is unlikely to sub-
stantially change the transmission of the infection.
As such, changes in coverage rates should have
approximately the same proportional effect on
costs and health outcomes.[23]

1.3 Perspective Used

All of the studies examined vaccination from
(at least) a societal perspective. This perspective
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aims to include costs to all parties, including the
costs of lost production. In the case of influenza
vaccination, there are two main sources of lost
production. First, there is influenza-associated
absenteeism. This was included in all studies
except for Maciosek et al.,[18] who used quality-
of-life (QOL) estimates to value influenza illness.
The other primary production loss involves the
time taken to be vaccinated. This was included
in five of the studies in either the base-case
model[18,20,21] or in sensitivity analysis.[16,17]

For those in the workforce, lost time was valued
in the form of average wages. In addition to valu-
ing the time of those in paid employment Prosser
et al.[20] estimated the value of lost household pro-
duction. While lost time due to illness does present
an opportunity cost (even to those not in paid
employment), the true economic consequences of
short-term absenteeism are unclear.[10,11] However,
due to the potential for cost-shifting from em-
ployers and healthcare funds to the government,
a societal perspective is appropriate.[24]

Alternative perspectives included the costs to
the healthcare system or to government; these
perspectives include only those costs that were
monetized with a clear audit trail. Vaccination
programmes typically appear less acceptable with
higher ICERs from these perspectives, than from
a societal perspective, because of substantially
lower cost offsets. The exception was Turner
et al.[21] who reported that the overall time cost of
vaccination (1 hour) outweighed the savings from
reduced absenteeism.

1.4 Model Design

Five of the studies used a decision analytic
model.[16,17,19-21] Two of these studies used the
same model structure[16,17] and Newall et al.[19]

used an adapted version. One study by Maciosek
et al.,[18] estimated the incremental costs and
outcomes based on net costs and relative risks
without calculating a base case (no vaccination
programme) and a vaccination scenario. That is,
the expected costs and outcomes for both sce-
narios were not calculated. That study relied
heavily on a model previously developed for
pandemic influenza in 20- to 64-year olds.[25]

Unlike typical healthcare interventions, vaccina-
tion may not only protect the vaccine recipient,
but may also reduce exposure of unvaccinated
people to the infectious pathogen.[24] The pro-
tective effect conferred on a population by im-
mune individuals within the population is called
the ‘herd-immunity effect’. The studies reviewed
utilized static decision analysis models, which
assumed that the risk of infection only changed
for vaccinated individuals. This approach ignores
any herd-immunity effect resulting from the inter-
vention. This is reasonable when an interven-
tion targets a subgroup in the population who do
not represent the core of transmitters, such as
older adults. The benefits of incorporating herd-
immunity effects, using transmission dynamic
models, must be weighed against any additional
complexity they entail. A summary of the studies
is shown in table I. For comparability, all costs
and ICERs have been standardized to $US, year
2005 values using the monetary exchange rate
and the consumer price index.

1.5 Sensitivity Analyses

Five studies undertook probabilistic sensitivity
analysis[16,17,19-21] and four of these presented
cost-effectiveness acceptability curves.[16,17,19,21]

Four studies reported 95th percentiles for incre-
mental costs and incremental outcomes,[16,17,20,21]

but only three of these went on to report the 95th
percentiles for the ICER.[17,20,21] All studies pre-
sented one-way sensitivity analyses. In sensitivity
analyses, variations in several key parameters were
found to be highly influential in determining the
cost effectiveness of influenza vaccination.

2. Key Parameters and Assumptions

2.1 Influenza Disease Burden and Vaccine
Effectiveness

We extracted data from each study on the
outcomes studied and the vaccine effectiveness
(VE) applied to each outcome (table II). We did
not assess the validity of all original sources
nominated in each of the studies.

All studies examined similar versions of three
outcomes. The first outcome was one of three
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Table I. Summary of economic evaluations of influenza vaccination in those aged 50–64 y

Study Country Model Perspectives Type of

sensitivity

analysis

Primary

outcome

Quality-of-life

loss

Discounting

rate (QALY/
future

earnings)

ICER ($US [year 2005 values])

societal healthcare

system

Aballea et al.[16] Brazil,

France,

Germany,

Italy

Decision

tree

1. Societal

2. Healthcare system

PSA QALY Only from

death

3% (varied

between

countries)

Brazil: 1040 per

QALY gained

France: 9753 per

QALY gained

Germany: cost

saving

Italy: cost saving

Brazil: 1511 per

QALY gained

France: 16 060

per QALY gained

Germany: 38 316

per QALY gained

Italy: 19 108

per QALY gained

Aballea et al.[17] Spain Decision

tree

1. Societal

2. Healthcare system

PSA QALY Only from

death

3% 3408 per QALY

gained

12 255 per QALY

gained

Maciosek et al.[18] US Incremental

analysis

1. Societal Univariate/
multivariate

QALY 2.1 QALD per

case

3% 31805 per QALY

gained

NA

Newall et al.[19] Australia Decision

tree

1. Societal

2. Healthcare payer

3. Governmental

PSA QALY Only from

death

5% 6348 per QALY

gained

6782 per QALY

gaineda

Prosser et al.[20] US Decision

tree

1. Societal PSA Case

prevented

NA NR (3%b) Cost saving

(except when

targeted at

healthy adults in a

traditional setting)

NA

Turner et al.[21] UK Decision

tree

1. Societal

2. Healthcare system

PSA QALY 4.27 QALD

per case

NR (1.5%b) 17 912 per QALY

gained

10 272 per QALY

gained

a Healthcare payer perspective, governmental perspective =17 060 per QALY gained.

b Obtained from authors.

ICER = incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; NA = not applicable; NR =not reported; PSA = probabilistic sensitivity analysis; QALD =quality-adjusted life-days.
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Table II. Vaccine effectiveness (VE) and corresponding outcome estimate

Study Country VE estimate

(%)

Source of VE estimates Outcome to which VE was applied Outcome estimate (unvaccinated)

Aballea et al.[16] Brazil,

France,

Germany,

Italy

29 Meta-analysis of VE in healthy

adults against clinically diagnosed

influenza[27]

Influenza-like illness (medically

attended)

Annual incidence =0.05
Varied between countries with a range

of 0.047–0.058

50 Meta-analysis of 20 cohort studies

of influenza VE in elderly persons[28]
Influenza-related hospitalization

(excess)

Annual hospitalization rate LR =16.7
per 100 000; HR= 152.6 per 100 000.a

Illustrative data for Brazil. Varied

between countries. Rates for European

countries ~3-fold higher

68 Influenza-related mortality (excess) Annual death rate LR = 0.5 per 100 000;

HR= 48.2 per 100 000.b Illustrative data

for Brazil. Varied between countries

Aballea et al.[17] Spain 29 Meta-analysis of VE in healthy

adults against clinically diagnosed

influenza[27]

Influenza-like illness (medically

attended)

Annual incidence =0.0675

50 Meta-analysis of 20 cohort studies

of influenza VE in elderly persons[28]
Influenza-related hospitalization

(excess)

Annual hospitalization rate LR =67.5
per 100 000; HR= 661.5 per 100 000a

68 Meta-analysis of 20 cohort studies

of influenza VE in elderly persons[28]
Influenza-related mortality (excess) Annual death rate LR = 0.95 per

100 000; HR =48.5 per 100 000b

Maciosek et al.[18] US 19 VE estimates incorporated data

from five randomized controlled

trials, seven observational studies

and five case-control studies

Influenza-like illness Annual incidence =0.1511

37 Hospitalization for influenza and

pneumonia

Annual hospitalization rate = 100 per

100 000

43 Influenza-related mortality (excess) Annual death rate= 14.6 per 100 000c
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Table II. Contd

Study Country VE estimate

(%)

Source of VE estimates Outcome to which VE was applied Outcome estimate (unvaccinated)

Newall et al.[19] Australia 16 Cochrane review of VE in healthy

adults against clinically diagnosed

influenza[30]

Influenza-like illness (medically

attended)

Annual incidence =0.01c

74 Meta-analysis of VE in healthy

adults against laboratory-confirmed

influenza infection[30]

Influenza-related hospitalization

(excess)

Annual hospitalization rate =132.6 per

100 000c

Influenza-related mortality (excess) Annual death rate= 9.6 per 100 000c

Prosser et al.[20] US 69 Meta-analysis of VE in healthy

adults against laboratory-confirmed

influenza infection[29]

Influenza attack rate Annual incidence =0.066

Influenza-related hospitalization

(excess)

Annual hospitalization rate LR =43.7
per 100 000; HR =218.3 per 100 000

Influenza-related mortality (excess) Annual death rate LR = 3.3 per 100 000;

HR= 16.6 per 100 000

Turner et al.[21] UK 69 Meta-analysis of VE in healthy

adults against laboratory-confirmed

influenza infection[26]

Influenza attack rate Annual incidence =0.0655

Influenza-related hospitalization

(excess)

Annual hospitalization rate LR =2.5 per

100 000

Influenza-related mortality

(observational)

Annual death rate LR =4.9 per 100 000

a Annual hospitalization rate = probability of hospitalization per case (medically attended) · probability of influenza-like illness (medically attended).

b Annual death rate = probability of death per case (medically attended) ·probability of influenza-like illness (medically attended).

c Unvaccinated rate =population rate/(1- vaccine coverage ·VE).

HR = high risk; LR = low risk.
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variations: influenza attack rate, influenza-like
illness (ILI) attack rate or the rate of medical
consultations for ILI. Annual rates were derived
from trials, surveillance data or specific surveys.
The second outcome was hospitalization due to
influenza. This was estimated in a variety of ways
using published data specific to the country stu-
died[18-21] or published data from other coun-
tries[16,17] usually reviewed by an expert panel.
Mortality due to influenza, the third outcome,
was generally estimated in a similar fashion to
hospitalizations. All studies adjusted population
rates to reflect the rate in the unvaccinated
population aged 50–64 years. To facilitate com-
parison between studies, we report influenza or
ILI rates per person, and hospitalization and
mortality rates per 100 000 population un-
vaccinated, converting rates to these forms where
they were reported differently (table II).

There was considerable variation in the rate
of laboratory-confirmed influenza, or ILI as
its proxy, used in the reviewed studies. Values
ranged from an average of ~1% for medically
attended ILI in Australia[19] to ~15% for all ILI
in the US.[18] Most other studies used rates of
about 5–6%. The ILI rates from trials as used
by Maciosek et al.[18] were much higher than
ILI rates from surveillance[16,17] or specific surveys
in general practice.[19]

The collection of accurate data on hospitali-
zation and death caused by influenza in adults
aged 50–64 years is hindered by the lack of routine
laboratory testing. All cost-effectiveness studies
reviewed here have used estimates for these out-
comes and the range of the estimates reflects the
uncertainty around them. For example, values of
the influenza-related mortality rate for adults
aged 50–64 years (a proxy for deaths caused by
influenza) varied from 0.5 per 100 000 for low-
risk individuals in Brazil[16,17] to 48.5 per 100 000
for high-risk individuals in Spain[17] (based on a
synthesis of US data supported by an expert
panel). Those at high risk account for the ma-
jority of influenza-related deaths in the 50- to
64-year age group.[31] Most studies, except that by
Turner et al.[21] used an influenza-related hospi-
talization rate substantially higher than the
death rate attributed to influenza. The rates of

influenza-related hospitalizations used by the
studies ranged from 2.5 per 100 000 for low-risk
individuals in the UK[21] to 661.5 per 100 000 for
high-risk individuals in Spain.[17]

A range of estimates of VE applicable to each
outcome were used (table II), from an effective-
ness of 16% against medically attended ILI to
74% against hospitalization or death due to
influenza, based on the most recent Cochrane
review of influenza VE in healthy adults.[30]

A number of studies used the VE estimate from
the Cochrane reviews and applied this estimate
to both hospitalizations and deaths due to in-
fluenza.[19-21] The Cochrane review reports VE
against laboratory-confirmed influenza, but not
VE against hospitalization or death due to
laboratory-confirmed influenza. The implicit
assumptions in applying the VE for laboratory-
confirmed influenza to hospitalizations and
deaths due to influenza are: (i) modelled esti-
mates of hospitalizations and deaths are equiva-
lent to estimating these outcomes as a result of
laboratory-confirmed influenza; and (ii) the VE
against hospitalization and death due to labora-
tory-confirmed influenza will be the same as
the VE against laboratory-confirmed infection.
In the three studies that applied the influenza VE
for laboratory-confirmed influenza of 69–74%
from the Cochrane reviews to effectiveness against
death due to influenza, the death rate ranged from
4.9 per 100 000 for healthy individuals[21] to 16.6
per 100 000 specifically in high-risk patients.[20]

Maciosek et al.[18] used a relatively high death rate
of 14.6 per 100 000 but a lower VE of 43% against
this outcome.

The VE applied in other studies was less than
ideal. For example, in both studies by Aballea
et al.,[16,17] the VE estimate used for death due to
influenza in people aged 50–64 years was based
on a meta-analysis of the elderly mainly living
in institutions with a median age of approximately
80 years, and the outcome preventedwas death due
to all causes.[28] It is opportune that the estimates
of VE against laboratory-confirmed influenza
in healthy adults is similar to the estimate of
death due to all causes in the elderly from themeta-
analysis, although the latter VE estimate is almost
certainly flawed.[32] We do not believe the
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approach taken by Aballea et al.[16,17] was appro-
priate, as the outcomewas not specific to influenza,
the age-group was unsuitable and the VE estimate
was applied to an outcome for which the estimate
was not made.

There is good evidence of VE estimates against
laboratory-confirmed influenza in adults.[30] We
have previously argued that, in the absence of
influenza vaccine trial data for hospitalization
and death due to laboratory-confirmed influenza,
it is appropriate to apply the VE against laboratory-
infection to the more serious outcomes of hospi-
talization and death due to influenza, where
modelled excess hospitalizations and deaths due
to influenza are a proxy for laboratory-confirmed
outcomes.[33] This approach has been used by a
number of these analyses,[19-21] although with a
considerable range in the estimates of the disease
outcomes to which it was applied.

The higher the estimated rates of disease due
to influenza and the higher the VE applied to
those outcomes the more cost effective the vac-
cination programme, all else being equal. In all
studies, the cost effectiveness of vaccination was
highly sensitive to the VE estimate used. The rate
of influenza-related deaths was also found to be
highly influential. In the two studies led by
Aballea et al.,[16,17] the ILI consultation rates
were found to be the most influential parameter
in sensitivity analysis. However, this was at least
partially an artifice of the models utilized, in
which changes in ILI consultation rates flow on
to have a proportional effect on more serious
complications. In other studies, the influence of
ILI was dependent on the associated costs and
health effects. When these effects were small,
variation in the ILI rate had a minor impact on
the ICER;[19] however, when ILI was associated
with larger production (or QOL) losses the im-
pact was more significant.[20,21]

2.2 Life Expectancy

The number of life-years lost per influenza
death is based on the life expectancy (and dis-
counting rate) used. Maciosek et al.[18] was
the only study to consider a lower than average
life expectancy for those who die from influenza.

They found variation in the average life
expectancy to be influential (although the details
of the sensitivity analysis were not presented).
Given that most deaths from influenza occur in
those with pre-existing co-morbidities,[31] future
models should, at a minimum, include lower
than average life expectancy in sensitivity ana-
lysis (if not in the base-case model). Indeed, as
those with pre-existing co-morbidities are also
likely to have lower QOL, and hence lower utility
weights for their ‘normal’ health state, the bene-
fits measured in QALYs of preventing influ-
enza mortality may be substantially lower than
expected.

2.3 Quality of Life

Only two of the studies valued the QOL loss
associated with acute influenza infection.[18,21]

Maciosek et al.[18] used a ‘standard QOL reduc-
tion of 0.30’ with durations of 1 and 2 weeks for
non-hospitalized and hospitalized cases, respec-
tively, based on a review of utility weights for
short-term illnesses.[34] This is equivalent to
QALY losses of 0.006 and 0.012, respectively.
Turner et al.[21] used a similar weight of 4.27
quality-adjusted life-days lost; this is equivalent
to a 0.01169 QALY loss per case. The Turner
et al.[21] weights were derived from an 11-point
Likert scale tomeasure the health state in infected
individuals, and then transformed to time trade-
off values derived from an English population
in the early 1990s. Studies that did not value the
QOL loss from illness are likely to have reported
higher costs per QALY gained than would
be reported had the QOL effect of illness been
valued.

When using a societal perspective, health
outcomes from influenza infection were valued
as a QOL loss and/or production loss. Turner
et al.[21] incorporated both these valuations in
their societal perspective. The remaining studies
only valued QALY losses from death. Maciosek
et al.[18] was the only study that did not use age-
based utility weights, effectively assuming perfect
health for each individual’s life-span. However,
as individuals age, decreasing values are typically
assigned to their health state; consequently,
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utility weights assume that a year of life gained
in an older person is worth less than a year of life
gained in a younger person. The two studies
led by Aballea et al.[16,17] and the Newall et al.[19]

study used age-based utility weights obtained
from general population surveys using multi-
attribute utility instruments (MAUIs), the
EQ-5D[35] or the Assessment of Quality of
Life.[36] Aballea et al.[16,17] assumed that the utility
weights, valued by an English sample, were trans-
ferable to countries outside of England. Prosser
et al.[20] did not use QALYs, instead they valued
both death from influenza and influenza infection
as the value of lost production; thus, these
losses appeared in the numerator of the cost-
effectiveness ratio.

2.4 Costs

The cost of the vaccine under the proposed
programmes varied widely by the country eval-
uated, from $US1.76 in Brazil to $US9.55 in the
US (table III). The cost of the vaccine was also
dependent on who received it and how it was
purchased; these factors often varied between the
existing and the proposed programme. Maciosek
et al.[18] did not report the unit cost of the vaccine,
but included it with the cost of administering
the vaccine and wastage ($US14.28). Vaccine
administration costs were largely dictated by
the method of delivery. Vaccines were typically
administered by either a GP or nurse, with GP
administration resulting in higher costs. Prosser
et al.[20] considered a range of administration
settings and found that this was an influential
factor in the cost effectiveness of influenza vacci-
nation (we have taken the traditional setting as
their base-case model).

Healthcare costs were broadly comparable
across Europe, the UK and Australia (table III).
Healthcare costs in the US were substantially
higher; however, these varied widely between the
two US studies. Maciosek et al.[18] estimated a cost
of $8252 per hospitalization compared with
$44575 for high-risk adults in the study of Prosser
et al.[20] The large discrepancy is surprising given
that both of the referenced studies appear to esti-
mate their hospitalization costs using the same

database of insured persons (MEDSTAT group,
Ann Arbor, MI, USA). However, the estimate of
Maciosek et al.[18] was based on the average cost of
hospitalization for a range of chronic respiratory
diseases,[25] whereas the cost estimate of Prosser
et al.[20] was the average cost per influenza/
pneumonia hospitalized case (rather than average
cost per hospitalization) and included outpatient
and pharmacy costs as well as inpatient costs.[37]

2.5 Discounting

As the vaccine may only be effective for one
season, and influenza vaccine is recommended
annually, the majority of costs and effects from
influenza vaccine occur in a 1-year timeframe.
However, discounting is required to adjust for
the differential timing of lost future earnings, life-
years and QALYs lost due to premature death.
Turner et al.[21] and Prosser et al.[20] did not give
details of the discount rate used. Prosser et al.[20]

appeared to have used a value for production
losses reported elsewhere and converted this into
current values.[38] We contacted both groups to
obtain the discounting rates used. Prosser et al.[20]

used a discounting rate of 3% for lost future
earnings. Turner et al.[21] used a discounting
rate of 1.5% for QALYs. These are fundamental
parameters that should always be reported in any
economic model with a time horizon of more
than 1 year.

3. Future Directions

Models aiming to determine the cost effec-
tiveness of influenza vaccine in a specific target
population would ideally use specific influenza-
caused outcomes and apply VE estimates for the
prevention of these specific outcomes. Using non-
specific outcomes is likely to give rise to spurious
estimates of VE.[32] We recommend models apply
VE estimates for laboratory-confirmed influenza
to estimates of disease attributable to influenza.
Estimates of influenza disease will often, by
necessity, be drawn from the modelled excess
disease burden due to influenza. While this ap-
proach is not ideal, we believe it is the best option
given the currently available data. Unspecific
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Table III. Standardized costs: vaccination programme and healthcare resource use (societal perspective, $US [year 2005 values])

Study Country Vaccine costs

(mean for proposed

program evaluated)

Vaccine administration

costs (mean for proposed

program evaluated)

Hospitalization costs Primary-care costs

Aballea et al.[16] Brazil,

France,

Germany,

Italy

Brazil: 1.76

France: 7.67

Germany: 8.55

Italy: 7.03

Brazil: 1.33

France: 13.80

Germany: 7.94

Italy: 10.68

Brazil:

P&I: 1354.28

OR: 470.83

CV: 653.23

France:

P&I: 4479.02

OR: 5325.01

CV: 4625.51

Germany:

P&I: 4481.46

OR: 4061.51

CV: 8886.00

Italy:

P&I: 4841.58

OR: 4607.20

CV: 3991.93

GP clinic visit

Brazil: 20.02

France: 24.42

Germany: 10.68

Italy: 15.76

Aballea et al.[17] Spain 4.34 12.68 P&I: 3965.80

OR: 4130.78

CV: 4540.07

GP clinic visit: 16.64

Maciosek et al.[18] US NR. Cost included with

administration costs

14.28 8251.71 Outpatient:

224.55

Newall et al.[19] Australia 8.14 11.75 P&I: 4406.63

OR: 3554.69

GP clinic visit:

29.45

Prosser et al.[20] US 9.55 (traditional setting) 20.09 (traditional setting) LR: 24 067.90

HR: 44 575.39

Outpatient

LR: 162.31

HR: 790.86

Turner et al.[21] UK 8.98 12.05 4419.03 GP clinic visit:

34.37

CV = cardiovascular and cerebrovascular complications; HR =high risk; LR= low risk; NR = not reported; OR =other respiratory complications; P&I = pneumonia and influenza.
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outcomes, such as ILI, should be avoided. Influ-
enza attack rates should be estimated from sur-
veillance data, as these are more likely than trial
data to reflect the circumstances in which a vac-
cine will be used. Wherever possible, influenza
disease estimates should be country specific.

Whatever approach is taken to model VE and
disease outcomes, future models should be more
transparent about the parameters chosen and
how these values are used in the model. Key as-
sumptions should be clearly articulated and the
resulting uncertainty should be appropriately
explored. Disease rates should be reported both
adjusted (i.e. the rate in unvaccinated persons)
and unadjusted (i.e. the population rate at cur-
rent levels of vaccination). Ideally, future models
would also consider alternative influenza control
strategies (e.g. use of antivirals prophylactically
and/or for treatment of those infected) as com-
parators to vaccination strategies.[8,39]

The derivation and use of QALYs was gen-
erally poor in the studies reviewed. Studies that
used age-adjusted utility weights derived from a
MAUI tended to be better quality. However,
there are considerable problems in deriving utility
weights for short-term illnesses such as influenza.
Ideally, a validated preference-based instrument
that is sensitive to differences in health states
associated with influenza would be developed.
MAUIs are useful for measuring longer term
health states, such as chronic complications from
influenza, and for measuring the usual health of
the population.[40]

4. Conclusions

The studies reviewed suggest that influenza
vaccination of adults aged 50–64 years is likely to
be cost effective, with base-case ICERs <$40 000
per QALY in all studies. However, unless models
are appropriately parametized, the conclusions
on cost effectiveness must be interpreted with
caution. The estimates of serious outcomes due to
influenza and the estimates of VE against these
outcomes were found to have the most influence
on cost effectiveness. Furthermore, the failure to
report key parameters, such as discount rates,
means that results of several of the studies cannot

be replicated or verified. The current data lim-
itations highlight the need for greater transpar-
ency in future studies. We believe these
recommendations will allow future studies to
better inform decision makers of the value of in-
fluenza vaccination.
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